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Abstract
The major threat in database is the leakage of information access pattern of queries. The hacker may find the access
pattern of queries; he might try to steal the data. So shuffling was introduced in which the data records are shuffled thus
enhancing the security of the database. If the hacker comes to know the access pattern of the database he can access the
data, Shuffling prevents leakage of access pattern. As new patients arrive, the hospital new records are created and
inserted in the database. Here third party involved is research center and care is taken to ensure that there is no loss of
data.
Keywords: Slicing, Bucketisation, Generalisation, Imbricating Technique, Shuffling, Black Record, White Record.
1. Related Work
Data mining and knowledge discoveries are the two recent research areas which enquire the extraction of large quantity
of data of unknown patterns. Data mining is where non-trivial and useful knowledge are drawn out from large databases
.Sequential data mining techniques are successful in various areas such as science, engineering and medicine. But the
need for parallel and distributed data mining has been in existence over the past years. Data mining research is concerned
with obtaining information from various areas such as bio informatics, customer relationship management etc. The
information obtained can be in the form of patterns or clusters. Consider the example where association rules in a super
market which gives the relationship among the items bought together. Here customers could be clustered in form of
segments.
Data mining techniques has its use in various security applications for identifying behavior, link analysis which deals
with multi -part databases.
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Table 1. Literature Survey.

2. Proposed Architecture
When the membership disclosure is carried out the additional benefit is that the identity disclosure and attribute
disclosure is also maintained as well as prevented. Sensitive information has to be maintained but when it is regarding or
maintained for a particular individual it should be secretly maintained. And when this information is taken into
consideration it should be clear that whether it is the necessary information about that particular person or a thing .When
the details is regarding the person it should be clear and safe. So these conditions are taken into account slicing is the best
technique that furnishes these above mentioned facilities and satisfies the needful to the best[4].
We have specified about privacy-publishing and preserving of data using full functional dependencies i.e. FFD.
First of all functional dependency is the one which is used to sum up the left and right side dependencies to a
certain level. This Fully Functional Dependencies will get into act only if the left side dependencies cannot be
deduced further[1] . This FFD is mainly used to preserve the privacy of a record and which cannot be modified
by a third party without any prior authentication. This is mainly important because when all people get access
to all data we may get leaded to a situation where we won’t get any privacy for our data and that will lead to
plagiarism and damage of our own data. This include two phases which is used for deviating our idea from
privacy and utility. Secondly it provides complete set of control over our data using full functional dependencies
which overcomes the disadvantages of partial functional dependency. This also provides a full complete and an
efficient algorithm that could help to find out the anonymous micro data that could result in low loss in
information. This method also provides us with guidance for the path between privacy and data utility because we
should not be able to access all the data in terms of utility and there should be a privacy among the files which
we are using.
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This involve partition of data both horizontally and vertically, this can be even explained in three forms i.e.
Attribute partitioning, tuple partitioning and column generalization. This technique is mainly useful

for total

portioning too which permute the sensitive attribute values randomly. But this has main disadvantage, because
while we are using slicing we will generally face data utility .So the proposed model of ours will help you in
better privacy threats. So we recommend overlap slicing than to slicing which could lead to loss in data utility.
This involves a better attribute called chi value which could give you the information about highly correlated
attributes as in [9]. This value even lead us to chi matrix which is used to find the correlated attributes in the
form of columns. These are mainly used to deliver us out ultimate goal which is data privatization. But in this
method we have more efficient way of disclosure of attributes and membership attributes disclosure. But the
overall methodology is that before anonymizing the data ,person or a record has to analyses the data
characteristics in data anonymization. This could rationalize the design to get a better data .
Figure 1. Proposed Architecture

The figure 1 shown above gives you the proposed Architecture of Imbricating Slicing and Shuffling for privacy
preservation in databases. We also

include the experimental results in this conclusion, which is being retrieved

from the database. In this the preprocessing steps must be applied on the table before
workload

the

experiments on

is done on the data. After computation, the pre-processor data the sensitive attribute and

quasi identifiers

are examined. After this step of identifying the pre-processor the modified technologies such as Mondrian diversity
functions are employed for the overlapped sliced table. In order to measure the performance level of overlapping
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slicing technique against several privacy threats such as identity, membership and attribute disclosure the accuracy of
the method can be identified/measured. The accuracy of this machine can be determined by matching the fake tuple and
buckets to the original data. The experiments demonstrate that overlapping slicing preserves better data utility, privacy
in disclosures. While considering the

,it is said

that the

generalization and bucketisation are having lesser accuracy rate when compared to the slicing

method.

While considering the slicing
as

in

terms

includes

performance

the overlapping

of anonymization . Here

of

the

methods

slicing has higher

the

discussed here

performance while considering

overlapping technique

is

having

higher

the slicing

performance, which

omitting the duplication of data.

3. Future Enhancements
Two popular anonymization technique that we are using are generalization and bucketisation which can be
applied on the quasi identifiers which will replace the QI value with the less value as a process of
converting the QI value of a data with almost equal values. This will result in more record with same
set of

quasi

paradigm

identifiers

such

as

value.As in [8] two

k-anonymity

and

anonymization

l-diversity

.There

technique
are

three

also

uses

types

two

of

privacy

encoding

preserving

scheme, local

recording, regional recording and as well as global recording.
In this the global recording

it

has

a practice of replacing

Consider where 23, 25, 34, 56, 25, 25 are
order to avoid
and

will

consists of

the

replace

repetition
at

the

the

places

sets of buckets, which

where

the

values

with

an average values.

being

repeated

for

three times. So in

where 25 is

global recording

will

take

the

repetition

will

happen. This

will be sent by the data

In particular, bucketisation is designed to
slicing on the other hand

data

multiple

average

in permuted

values of

more comparable to the

the

values

kind of anonymized data
sensitive attributed

have and to handle multi – dimensional

proposes data utility

all

values.

data values. But the

traditional techniques which

we are using and we used before[7]. Anonymization technique is a powerful method for privacy preservation
of publishing the data. This paper presents a new technique on anonymization that includes slicing by overlapping
with a privacy preservation and privacy model. While considering the performance of the methods discussed
here, it is said that the generalization and bucketisation are having lesser accuracy rate when compared to the
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slicing method. While considering the slicing the overlapping slicing has higher performance while considering the
slicing as in terms of anonymization. Here the overlapping technique are
include

omitting the duplication of data. It

access (NUMA) systems, which

has multi-socket

is nothing

but

a

having

new

higher

breed of

performance

non-uniform

servers of multicores. For future work we

which
memory

have provided

heuristic approach in the first phase of the partition step. This involves comparison of the data set anonymized
using different set of requirements. In the second step, we measure the utility loss rather measuring the utility
gain but when we implement the privacy function using the FFD we could end up in utility loss. So
our main motto in our future enhancement is that is to

eliminate the utility loss by implementing full

privacy too[6]. This is mainly important because we need both the gain and also the privacy which could develop
our data consistencies. From this we can say that we can construct an initial partition for bottom-up approach
which has been leaded by frequency distributers. Likewise, we can also use ideas that can be applied to top –
down approach too. Finally, we are in our development plan where we could enhance our privacy loss in worst-case
scenario and measure the total utility loss that we will get from our system models. Thus our main aim in this paper
is to minimize the privacy loss for each individual systems and to decrease the utility loss for all the pieces of
useful and helpful knowledge. The work in overlapping slicing has lead us to work even more
future enhancements. First what we have proposed is that we have an attribute which
one column. As an

extension we proposed a technique

called

overlapping

slicing

on

it in terms of

will have exactly only

which

will

allow us

to

duplicate an attribute in more than one column. This is mainly usually in attribute correlation. Say for
example if one could

duplicate an attribute called occupation in a database where the

age, dept., place and

occupation are given[8]. This will be helpful to a greater extent when the people referring to the place
cannot view the unrelated information such as age and department. This will greatly be helpful in the
trade – off

between

the

privacy

and

data utility. Secondly we are researching to enhance the membership

disclosure which we have seen in full functional requirements in a more appropriated and protected manner. Our
research shows that

the

random

grouping, which we have used in the previous model, is not useful

and

less

effective. So we have dedicating ourselves to design a more efficient tuple grouping algorithms which we have already
discussed.
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4. Conclusion
Functional dependency is used to sum up the left and right side dependencies to a certain level. This Fully Functional
Dependencies will get into act only if the left side dependencies cannot be reduced further . This FFD is mainly used to
preserve the privacy of a record and which cannot be modified by a third party without any prior authentication. This is
mainly important because when all people get access to all data we maybe leaded to a situation where we will not get any
privacy for our data and that will lead to plagiarism and damage of our own data. This includes two phases which is
used for deviating our idea from privacy and utility. Secondly it provides complete set of control over our data using full
functional dependencies which overcomes the disadvantages of partial functional dependency. This also provides a full
complete and an efficient algorithm that could help to find out the anonymous micro data that could result in low loss in
information. This method also provides us with guidance for the path between privacy and data utility because we should
not be able to access all the data in terms of utility and there should be a privacy among the files which we are using.
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